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ROSY "FUTURE IS DEPICTED BY JOHNSON

R

stronaut John Glenn Says His Six Arrested
Bandwagon Is Really Rolling In Theft Of
Ammunition

b

(El) BEEF

AST
STS

at 3 RIBS
INCH CUT

b

- PROtLAMATION - the
WHEREAS, agriculture
Number One industry in Kentucky,
producing inure total income and
employing more people than any
other, and
WHEREAS, farming is an Important and basic industry in the come
my of Calloway County, and
WHEREAS. Farm Bureau h a a
gained wide public acceptance and
reputation as the "Voice of Agriculture" in Kentucky and in this
county: and

Megsage To Congress BrimTiVitli
Optimism, Election Significance

Where It Goes And
Where It Comes From

WASHINCITON
- Here is an
Official breakdown of the government's so-called "cash budget,"
showing where federal funds will
go in the 1965 fiscal-Neu.'
,Nstional security and apace-50

"vicious circle" of inherited poverty.
s By JOSEPH D. HUTNYAN
BS HASKELL SHORT
-A $1.3 billion budget cut in del'nited Press International
United Fano International
fense programs to a total of $54
COLUMBUS. Ohio illPD
Fiarmer
gents:
„ astronaut John _ITS Glenn's 'partFitesident balton. Johnson cited the nation's
WAnHINGTON tet
Social Security and other trust
Fr CAMPBELL. Ky run - Four
of preparedness." and
isans claimed today his politicel
Johnson today sent Congress a "high level
funds---24
cents
Ft Campbell soldiers, a former
said that Aoromien implemented by
probandwagon -was really rolling."
ahd
billion
"economy
.9
19
7
Interest
on
national
debt-,--?
cents.
soldier, and a Cape Girardeau, Mo.,
armed forces in eCent ye-irs
And while there was agreement
Van" budget brunining with op- the
Veterans- 4 cents
sporting goods dealer were in cuswere beginning to show results.
his rorket had bruised a lot of imradiatingelection-year
timism
and
Farm
programs
-4
cents.
tody in three states today in conportant Democratic shins in his
Irani flea rice
All other--11 cents
WHEREAS. more than 1,066 rural
- Since programs will be hiked
nection with the embearlement of
first blastoff in politics, even some
county
Johnson proposed cutting federal $600 billion to $5 billion with con340,000 rounds of ammunition from and farm families in this
of his opponents called him another
spentnn .
. $500 million under current tinued emphasis on putting men on
Here's where the money will come
have voluntarily joined Farm Buthe Army post
Eisenhower and warned the party
leve: - in the new 1965 fiscal year. the moon by 1970_ "There is no
The FBI and the sporting goods reau for the purpose of speaking from:
not to attach weights to the famed
markira only the second time in second-class ticket to space," the
Individual income taxes - 40
dealer. John Pete Summers, was and acting for themselves through
spaceman.
nine years this has been clone.
President said
Cents
charged with receiving 40,000 rounds organized effort, and
The Buckeye State native in his
Corporation income taxes - 21
B
ii''
,aid his budget "would
ammunition
of
the
-Spending for foreign economic
WHEREAS, the Governor of the
fourth day in politics watched his
advanoi: cur nation toward greater
Army autorities here announced Commonwealth of Kentucky has cents
and military aid will be trimmed to
troopo kayo the Ohio Democratic
Payroll taxes -- 14 cents,
national security, a stronger econthe arrest of three enlisted men: proclaimed the week of January 20$3 3 billion. down $200 million from
organization They battered it into
Ytjal Lail
Excise taxes - 12 cents.
r Orny and realization of the Amerl- this year's actual outlay and a full
S Sgt Edward R. Gs/sperms 32;
the awkward poaiuon of denying
25, 1904 as "FARM BUREAU WEEK
Borrowing - 2 cents.
-can di earn of individual security and
Spec 4 Laverne A Dewey, 20, and IN KENTUCKY."
$1 1 billion less than the adminiatrasupport to Sen Stephen M Young.
Other revenue sources - 11 cants.
equal opportunity for all."
Spec 4 Robert L Givens, 30, Spee
lion originally sought for fiscal 1964.
who had been on the scents making
ucator From
4 Thornsus Rosinski. 22, was seized NOW. THEREFORE. I, Robert 0.
John
Glenn
The
predicted
that
President
also
Johnson said the cut "reflect:: the
it clear he wanted, expected and
BUDGET AT A GLANCE
at the home of his mother in Ctia Miller. Judge of Oallovv-ay Clountn,
the
Treasury
would
wind.
up
$49
success we have had in reducing
intended to get the party's endorse
cam where he was on leave
do hereby
to) proclaim the period of
billion
in
the
red
next
year
comparthe dependence of soiAe nations"
ment.
•
*AsHn4c/11244
Army officials said Charles W.
20-25 1964 as
- The hscal India
ed with $10 billion for the cuerent on U S aid
IV
Glenn's %upset of the organization
1185 federal budget at a glance:
Carter, a discharged soldier living
fiscal
year
ending
June
30
as- him winning support of moreFARM BUREAU WEEK
Spending $079 billion down 4500 H
Expand Peace t'orps
In Peoria, Ill, also waa ps•eetened to
He emphasized that all his planthan 70 of the state's 88 counties
in Calloway County, and urge all million im
ro
current year. major
- The "highly successful' Peace
Have been apprehended,
ning was contingent on early passHis aides land this showed he had
The U 8 Attorney's Mhos at families to join with their ranghbors economies in defense and farm proage by Coneres.a of the 911 billion Corps will be expanded from 10,widespread popular support, even
Nashville, Tenn said it had state- in support of the Farm Bureau grams., offset in part by increased
tax cut bill and the stimulus it is 500 to 14.000 volunteer workers
though sonic Democrats joined Reunctes for newon
• "attack
poverty
-The government will pare. its
ments from five (soldiers stationed orgazuzsimlon and its program
Vint LaIL an educator from In- expected to give the economy
publicans.and mine newspaper writRevenues $83 billion, up $46 bilcivilian payroll from 2,512.400 to
at Ft Cnrimbell admitting the
Cut Defense Budget
Done at the County Beat, lion from current year Estimate dia, was guest sneaker at the Christers who said little was known about
CASE STUDIED
of 240.000 cartridges to SUFT111210111
Johnson aln assumed that Con- 2.511200-n reduction of 1.200 Pe
in the City of Murray, this takes into accaure revenue losses ian Church this morning
Olenn's political philosophy
LEXINGTON. Ky
U S since last March
Mr La11 is in the United States gress would go along with a $13 MORS, or five-hundredths of one pet
17th day of January in the from
The macernan's fight against the
pending tax cut, but assumes
District Judge H Church Ford had
The sale reportedly netted the
billion ;lath in siafasnae spending cent Johnson pointed out that this
_year of Our Lord one %bars- MX stairs win-spur entatiarnessninn foreiii_y study at It_k_e Chrisni
'75-year-old Young in the May 5
under -atWieement today - the - case soldiers 54.000 on $20900 worth of
Theological
at Indiana- and glve Thin near-cotton laid dairy Is pi fharer-fatetatla-Hranallailiat
and nine hundred and sixtyprimary and. if he is nominated
strong gains and raise government's polis. Indiana. The emphasis of his progranuf to he save another $1.18 provide for any aecrease in ledera/
of Thorns& Gray ='hope, 36, Blanch- ammunition.
'
four.
- against the Republican senatorial
over-all income even at reduced study is 'on Christian education. Inman.
employment_
ester. Ohio, a member of the JeSummers was released on $10,candidate in the fall conies. pro-. hovah's
rates
Witness sect He is charged i 000 bond at Jackson, Mo . after beWhile spending this year in the • Either-or both-of these assumpRobert 0 Miller
Agriculture programs will be
bably U S Rep Robert Taft Jr.. with refusing to take
Deficit $49 billion, half as big United States Mr Lall will be fill- tions could be upset by some new
All Oath of trig arrested over the weekend
slashed by $13 billion to a total sf
Who would make the Ohio senaCounty Judge
as current year's deficit
induction into the armed services
ing speaking engagements on be- international crisis
U S Atty Richard D Fitz-Chb$49 billion The Johnson budget
tnnal campaign one of the most on grounds
of religious convictions bon Jr said the ammunition had
half of the Christian Missionary
Johnson foresaw continued un- cited reduced federal subsidies and
closely annealed in the country
against military service.
Society He is a member of the easy peace or by ths refusal of the
been advertised for sale in trade
proposed private financing of rural
Taft whose raffle is as well known
Christian Churches (Disciples
and gun puma's Authorities said
lavanakers to overhaul the farm housing programs among the monin politios as Glenn's in apace, is
Christ, of India
they had orsahacated 58.000 rounds
ey -saving innovations planned in
favored to beast Secretary of State
This young man has a strong
Secrete ry, Douglas .
of ammunition upon arresting SumFIRE HITS COI.LEGE
•
' •
the germ belt
Ted W. Brown. let:mar of six statebackground
in
Christian
said
the
mons
President's
cut
in
education.
exFire broke
wide- electrons, for the GOP main, WILafORE Ky
is
He
spent
budget
four
first
years
President
in
penditures
greatly
new
Increased
onlinThe
Ft Oampbell authorities said some
the.Mis;uon
out in Morrison Hall, women's dornation.
Middle School of Demobcity e% of. getting _a taladced . budget. _ta b wit on expectations that the naat ate soldier"; drove amentinitaeao
Rep. Wayne Hays ot- Ilehriont mitory at Asbury College barmen's
a
of his birth, and helped raise that fiscal 196'7 Previously. the Treas- tion's economi will rise to nes retrtrks, and were able to obtain unCounty. chief lieutenant in Glenn's morning causing several hundred
school to the level of
high school ury indicated the deficit would not
of achievement in the nu,nused live ammunition They said
Local theatergoers will have an and ballets, and from the Spanish
organisation, said that although the dollars in,_darrage About 75 women
with an enrollment of 8:50 students be erased until fiscal 1968
ths ahead
students fled from the building Gasperini kept ammunition recoida, opportunity to see one of Spain's gypsy camps There
convention's decusion not to endorse
are even some Mn Lan has worked in over 100
Johnaon. who called tne bidret
vilallegedly manipulated records ITICeit popular and exciting song-andany candidate was relatively close, Fire Chief H C GilLtspie said and
works by non-Spanish composers, lages around Danioh
It also Includes the ammuption
doing uplift the first major task confronting
to conceal the atiortages.
dance companies when Jose Mo- such as Ravel and Rimsky-Korsaka number of deleganuns which stood faulty wiring apparently started the
Congress will sass the tax rethat
projects
dealing
with
spiritual,
him
soafter
succeeding
aie
slain
John
The stolen ammiinition included lina's Banes Eapanoles appear at ov,
with Young, camp to get an cn- blaze.
thrown in for good measure cial, economic, educational
duction early this year, and that
F
Kenneds.
.
said
and
he
went
on
the
rounds for 45 caliber pistols. 22 long the Murray State College AudiCoestumes for the production were health aspects of village life
prime factor in stuncisirsement would have bolted to
theory that ':an austere budiret need this will be a
rifle and 308 caliber NATO am- torium Thursday Jan 23
de-gamed in Madrid by Scam's fore,endorse Glenn.
ulating a flow of revenues Into the
He
TRUCK DRIVER DIES
has
several
College
not
degrees
be
and
Umiak'
not
be
a
standmunition that has not yet been
before equaled
Hays said the Glenn partisans did
The hancksome young com pit 11y most designers and are appraised at Including a B A degree from the still budget
this is I believe, Treasury never
general use in the
FRANKFORT. Ky let - Au- auothorired for
not want anyone endorsed because
of ten Flanenoo dancers singers. $80000
Republicans probably will attack
Christian
Training
College
of
Luck
a
budget
of
.
econotas
and
progress."
armed services
and instrumentalists srored a specJose Molina's Bailee Espanoles now ana an M A in political
"we didn't Want to humiliate Sen- thorities said today that Warren
the Jocumeot as a Utopian dream
sciBlur Image
Authorities at Nashville. Tenn
Danyareple, 41 Rushville, Ind
ater Young But we think the mood
tacular overnight success when it will be presented here under 'he ence from the University of Saugar
that will fizzle before the end of
The
result
lois
calculated
to
blur
the soldiers admitted
out there on the floor showed about who was found dead in the cab of said three of
premiered in Washington. D C in auspices in Murray Civic Music He has completed work on a Pr D
air year
the
spendthrift
image
that
Rethe ammunition
five out of every six active Demo- his truck behind the Stagg Distillery taking
May of 1.962 Critics there acclaim- Association
thesis which has been submitted to publicans like to pin on Democrats.
Monday,
apparently
died
from
nacratic workers in Ohio would raed it "the most dazzling diaplay of
Pie- latter University for evaluation It tractudes economies to
the
Flamenco fireworks this city has
ther have John Glenn instead of tural muses
Mr Lan is married and has two aonservative, social reforms to atseen
in
many a season" and preSteve carrying the party banner this
children arid following his year of tract the liberal and the $11 bildicted that It was -destined to befall"
study here he will return to India lion tax cut to tantalize anyone
DA1SI('Et4 CONSOLIDATED
come the No 1 Flamenco sont-andto continue his work there
that might be left
Service
PT KNOX. Ky tat
dance
company
in thc U 8
5,.
The Women's Fellowship of Past
Johnson said however. that "a
Club dances on this Army poet will
The Murray Unit of the National „ A year later, when hie company
Christian Church Is sponsoring Mr. government that is strong, a govbe resumed next week on a conHairdressers and Caametologists As- returned to Washington for a secLan here in Murray
ernment that is solvent, a govsolidated basis, a post official said
The Zeta.Deparunent of the Mursociation met at the Murray Beauty ond visit. the Washington Evening
ernment that is compasionate us
Monday In the past two clubs have
ray
Womah's
Club
has
changed
its
Salon Monday evening
Star critic wrote 'With those who
the kind of government that enbeen used for dancing each night,
awning
front
Thunday,
Jandate
Mary Betts, a color technician, know Flamenco dancing best. VA
dures"
-with one used mostly by white seruary
23/
Thursday,
to
January
30
presented the program
Jose Molina all the way ,"
The President outlined his spendFuneral services for Mrs Cora
vicemen. the other by Negroes The
due to,' theConcert on that date
Mins Freda Fitts was a new memWord
of
the
new
ing
terms
facompan)
has
plans
in
of
both
the
A. Holland. age 67. of Bowline
practice resulted in accusations that
this w
ber present for the meeting
swept the ,country, and engager-writs
miliar
budget
Greeji will be held at the J H.
the post Was promoting segregation,
Meg Henry McKenzie will be
The International Reading AssoThose attending were Irene Ray, have been played from Montreal to
the
cash
budret.sneuly
emphasised
Chuerhill Funeral Horne chattel
and later that the dancea were
Dot Dunn, Freda F5n:4, Bessie Park- Honolulu and from the Mexican guest speaker for the meeting on ctsUon of Murray win meet Wed- by Kennedy last year
Wednesday at 10 30 a m with Dr
canceled to avoid integration
JlIallArY
30
at
730
pm
according
nesday.
January
22. at 4 pin In • The cent budget takes amount of
er, Fannie Young, Katherine Lax, border into all five provinces of
H C Chile officiating
Iva Carson, Quava Beaman. Anna Canada. And of the 107 atiapities who taa the department ehaiman. Mrs room 254 of the. othwational build- collections and payments by the
Farvices for Mlesa Connie, Lamb
ing, Murray tate College, -'accordMale. Joe Dortch, Robbie Trevathan, played this show during-. its initial Robert Wyman
Mrs Holland was killed instantly
will be held at the South Pleasant
Social Security and Highway trust;
lug to an announcement from the
Evelyn Tucker. Dot Danner Faye U S tour, all but four re-engaged
• Grove Methodist Church Wednesfunds 'These items ire not included tri an automobile accident Sunday
president,
Miss
Vancia
Gibson
Lockhart, Jean Turner. Lola Bucy, the company for return appearances
day at„2 p m with Rev. B B Tay.
In the administrative 'budget and morning on U 8 231 ten miles north
END OF THE 'FRAIL
Dr Robert Alsup of the education
Mary Burkeen. Rosetta Burkeen, this season
lor and Rev Hoyt Owen officiating
.some economists consider the cash of qlowling Green -wnere they were
department
of
the
college will be budget more reshow.
enroute to attend a 50th wedding
MAAR Limb was 84 years of age
Little Milks Tammie KAY Work- Jean Weeks, and Mary Bogard
A forty-week tour has been set
the guest speaker and his topic for
The next ,meeting will be held
and died Monday morning at the man, infant daughter of Mr and
Here ars how Johnscins proposals anniversary celebration
for the Molina company thts year
cilscusnion
will
be
"Clinical Work in look tinder both' systems as cornNursing Home at Puryear, Tenn.
Mrs Eddie Workman of Murray February 10 at Ina Bury's at 1401 - the longest ever played by a
OWENSBORO. Ky list - William
Stirvivorsare her husband, Ernest.
Survivoru include three astern Route One, was burled this morning Vine Street All members are urged Flamenco dance company in a single Marcus Watson. 85. *rho in his youth Reading"
pared with the cut rent fiscal year.
Holland. 1917 Kentucky Street,
All
members
urged to attend
to attend
Mfrs Lela Coesby. Mats Beulah Iamb at the A ra loch Cemetery
Administrative
Budget
Curdsville
drove
a
stagecoach
from
moon in the history of U S show
Bowling Green mother. Mrs Lasand visitors are welcome Miss (libot Hann Route One, and Mrs Ruby
1964 tannins
1965
Graveside service; a ere conducted
business
to Owensboro, died Monday at his eral
ate Amain of Bowling Green: line
said
Yates of Louisville.
586
Rl•
We
11
Ue
4
$93
by Rev Hoyt Owen and Bro Henry
superfor
28
years
hime
He
was
The new program consists of songs
sister, Mrs J E Help of WoodBurial will be in the South Pleas- Harass The baby wa.s born at the
Spending
itat 4
$979
and dances from all of the "parish VtIPOT for the Owensboro light and
bunt
ant Grove cemetery with the ar- Murray Hospital Monday at noon
Deficit
$104
$4.9
provinces, anm the court of Charles waiter plant, and also worked for
• ranisements by the Miller Funeral
Budget
Cash
Survivors include h Cr parents:
Mr Holland is a retired teacher
other
utilities
firms.
III. from the great Spanish operas
•Home of Hazel where friends may maternal grandparent& Mr- and
Revenues
11144
$119.7 of the city and county elementary
- --- call until the hour of the service. Mrs James Euel Ervvin of Hazei
Spending
8122.7
$122.7 school system of Warren Comity
Little Mist Carolyn Jean Ahart
$ 83
$ 29 where he taught for 47 years tie
Route One, patrrial grandparents. who was two months old today died
*The Murray Woman's Club will Deficit
HERE TOMORROW
The President's specific proposals Is a native of Calloway County atm
Mrs M 0 Jordan of Murray Route at her home on 'Route Two Farmmarch toinorrow evening beginning
Roy W Hargrove. a Contact Rep- One anri the late Otis Workman; intim this morning
the brother of Mesdames Marvin
at 530 to help put the 1963-64 included.
resentative of the Keatticky Disabl- great grandparent.s. Mrs Cur t is
s apeedy passage of the $11 billion Winston. Calvin Billingion. Beulah
Survivors are her parents Mr and
United Fund over the top
"s
ed Ex-Service Men's Board will be Brila4r/011 of Hazel Route One. and Mrs Troa,• Ahart of Farmington
The club voiurneened It, give the tax reduction which he called -an Ttnvery, Percy ,Toivery. and Elmer
in Murray tuentwrow from 900 to Mr alia Mrs Emniett Erwin of Route Two, maternal granciparmoist to Chairman Don Tucker integral and vital ilgrt of my budg- Wilkinson of this county and Mrs
3 00 at. the American Legion Hall.
Murray Route Four
entn. Mr and Mrs Luther Plasley of
when it was noted that the current etary proposal" and a badly needed Ruby Jones of Marshall County
Burial wa,s in the Antioch Ceme- Pennington Route Two, paternal
drive was $1630 short of its goal of stiorniTa to the economy The bill I Services' for Mrs Holland were
passed the House Last session anti
tery with the arrangements by the grandparents. Mr and Mrs Rune
$22.000
held at the Hardy and Son Fu6
J. H ChurchM Funeral Home
Wilson of Murray Route Two. one
Tucker said that the fund drive now is in the Senate Finance Com- neral Home in Bowling Green tosister. Miss Freida Ann Ahiart. one
has llama fallen short of ins goal mittee which hopes to complete ac- day at 1 30 and the remains will
half brother, Larry Brent Ahart
and that he greatly appreciated the tion this week
be branght to Murray where friends
Attack Poverty
•
Funeral services are incomplete,
efforts of the 360 member Woman's
--A $1 billion increase in new may call at' the 1, H. Churchill
3
(MPhil Press Internetienal
but friends may call at the Max H.
Club to push tbe drive over the top
m tospending authority to launch "an Funeral Home after 7
Churchill Funeral Home.
this yeas,
allsout attack on poverty" The night.
Kentucky lake: 7 a. m 3540;
-------- -Two calls were arawered by the
President (and these funds would
teloW dam 3027.
•
MEETS THURSDAY
Murray Fire Department yesterPallbearers will be
WilkinNOW YOU KNOW
,
•
be channelled into programs in- son Wayne Jones, Prank Towery
Barkley Dam'
day The first call was oast 3 30
tended to improve job opport writhes Prentice Holland. kart Lee. and
By United Press International
Sunrise 7 01, sunset 5 10
p m when the firemen used $
The slanscutir COMMittee of the
A sweater is !sometimes called a tbr the unenvolcyed and low in- Jimmie Jones
booster to extinguish the grass fire 'Iriricary PTA willaneet at the home/
CONSULTATION-Attorney General Robert Kennedy and InJersey because it was worn by the C01711P Erotipi Emphasis will be
atantem Kentucky - Generally at 903 Vine Street A grass nre was of Mrs Bill y Tidwell Thursday.
donesia President Achmed Sukarno seem not at all at odds
sailors of the island of Jersey in the Oared on raising the -educational, .Allurial will be in the Murray Cemfair and warmer today, through reported at 1629 Hamilton at 4 January 23, at 10 a.m Each person
as they discuss the Malaysia situation in Tokyo. They
English Channel, at-cording to the health and skill levea" of youth etery with the arrangement:, by the
Wednesday Highs today 58 to 63 p m but. the titan; was out on ar- Is to bring a covered dish for the
should be solved by consultation. (RwItophoto)
to enable them to break ,out of the .1_ H Churchill Funeral Horns
Encyclopedia BrItarinioi
Lows tonight X/ to 44. .
potluck lunch
rival of the firemen

Ed
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THE LEDGER 4SL TIMES Dr. Doran Is

ING COMPANY, Ingo
PUIALIAILED by .LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISH
Times, and The
Consohdatiph ó("the Murray Ledger, The Calloway
n, January
Times-Herald, October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckia
_
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THE LEDGER

PAGE TWO

Letters to the Editor,
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising,
for the best inet Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not
terest of our readers.
CO., 1509
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES WALLACE WITMER
York, N.14
11126111lien Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New
Stephenson Bldg. Detroit, Mich.

Brotherhood
Week C

Entered at the Poet Office, Murray, Kentucky, for trot:omission
Second Class Matter.

TIMES -

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Top Rated UCLA Enjoying Big
Lead;Expected To Stay 3 Weeks

Koufax Is Awarded
Golden Belt Monday
As "Athlete of Year"..,

E:Tennessee

Sports SumnssrY

By United Press International
Saturday
- Bud Wilk- 0/ C fi
llireat
NORMAN. Oka.
Moan resigned as athletic director
at the University- of Oklahoma.

He Tonight
re

•
i - JANUARY 21, 1964
TUESDA•

ROCHESTER, N.Y. ILTD - The
man with the goiden arm today has
ii ben to match it.

college opponent is CaliNEW YORK tIPS - Unbeaten next major
7.
IJOLA, enjoying the most comfort- forma, Feb.
The top Ida teams in the standsandy Kiada.s. brilliant heft-hand- able lead of any top-ranked college
from last

MIAMI. Pia. ,UPI - Buyers beats
Journalist by a head in the $3.1ed pitcher for the 1.40 A/8PM'Dm*"
250 Hibiscus Stakes at Hialeah
by United Press International
An East Tennessee team tbat may
NEW YORK tat - Second base- be turning into a UUe threat after
Man Bobby Richardson signed his Whip; early" season organizational
1964 New York Yankee contract,for problem= plays- at Murray in an
Ohio Valley Conference game toan estimated 04,000

molt that tops a slim card for
NEW YORK DT -- Kansas City
Athletic owner Charles. 0. PinleY
retained famed attorney Louis Niter
An his American League Haat In
switch his franchise to Louisville.

unchanged
teem this season, was a Ines remained

beaketbaill
bat the top 10 did
strong candidate today to remain week's rankings,
its first new member 111
In first place for at least the next welcome
a month. Wichita, in eighth. Villathree weeks
Coach John Wooderi's &ruins, who
Monday were rated No 1 by the
United Press International Board
of Coaches for the third consecutive
week, get a boost from the schedul,
arranger until Feb '7.
Wooden's speedballs will be busy
tit the clam:mins with final exams
this week and a omit return to the
basketball court until iJan 31 in the
first of two strictly tune-up ina.tches, with small college neighbor,
the Santa Barbara bninch of the
University at California_ UCLA51

nom tap to

seenova advanced'
enth.
UCLA received 32 of the 36 firs/place votes and boosted Its point
total to 346, just Tour points short
of a perfect 350. Kentucky, ranked
fourth, reoetved two ballots for the
No. 1 spot and Davidson. only a
wits
point behind Kentucky In
awarded the other.

Kentucky college.teams,
_ The only other Kentucky game on
the evening's schedule has Belmont
playing M Campbellsville. Austin
Pray plays at Tennessee Tech in
-4 "The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community is the
Ky.
another OVC game
Integrity of its newspaperEast Tennessee wasn't regarded
Loyola of Chicago, No. 2, droppet
COLUMBUS,Ohio Ile- gontreal as-See strong a threat until the Bina
TUESDAY - JANUARY 21, 1964
,
90 points behind UCLA sod th.trdand Charleston, W. Va., were ...ad- upset league-leading Dagmen Kenranked Michigan climbed to witlAn
nutted to the United Football Lear- tucky Saturckly 'light, 55-83. on
six tx,int6 of the Ramblers m thirdWlli Ma.lone's two free throws aftue for the 1964 season'
Vanderbilt completed the
- - -place
er the clock had run out on an
.
Sunday
"solid six in the No. 6 proMion.
overtime period
- Tony
Duke continued to hold ninth and
PEBBLE Beach. Calif
Malone also had canned a free
TIONAL
INTERNA
PRESS
UNITED
By
Sandy ,Koufax
Oregon State, upset by Oregon FriLenia carued a 184 to win the $6.- throw Just before the end of the
WASHINGTON - Rep. Cornelius E. Gallagher (13.-N ,J.),
day night before gaining revenge
000 ang Q.oslay National Pro- regular game to Lie the score.
with a 610.000
presented
was
ers,
Saturday, dropped from seventh' to
in prepared testimony before the House Ways and Means
Amateur Golf Tournament by three
In all, he netted 27 ;stenos. It dsamond-studded. gold-buckled belt
_
_ _•
10th.
stroke,
proves:Law its the 5-10 senior guard Monday meta as the winner' of the
Committee on the administration's health care plan for the
•
goss„so go the Rues, for he appears 14th annual S. lise Hickok "profesaged:
The ratings are based on games
RIVERSIDE, Calif aft - Joe to be the-natusafr-leader they have sional athlete of the year" award.
progresshave
yet
urgency,
greater
of
18
are
Jail
Saturday;
programs
"Few
played through
Weatherly, 41, was killed when his needed.
Wichita has won seven oonaccia
ed at such a painfully MOW rate."
a
Kolifax, abc reeuverecl from
car snuck a retaining wall during
Fast Termeabee goes into tonight's
Dr. Airs; bonus
games anti has five victories
[rive
in
1962
Car
ailment
Stock
feline'
the Riverside 500-Mile
game wall a 6-4 record over-all, but mysterious
raw In the tough 1111.%0Un
ma
White
the
to
orders
s
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Johnson'
President
and
rate
Doran.
last
year
the
GTONDr Adron
-, WASHIN
Race DaVe Gurney won
Wilds third place in the OVC with to post a 25-5 record
Conferento to acount for its
Valley
to
Brotherlights
is
unneeded
World
College,
Ut
off
the
money,
victories
Morehead State
a 2-1 mark. while Murray is 2-2 add two more
and $12.466 first .prize
House staff to economize by turning
in the ratings. Villanova
resurgc.nce
Kentucky
for
York
the
New
Chairmao
over
hood Week
and in danger of elunination from Series' sweep
save on the electric bill:
lege leads the Ohio Valley Confer- has beaten its last eight opponents
was
ent
bigGooier
announcem
the
with
Yankees, was honored
for 1464 The
the title chase if it loses tonight.
NORMAN. (*is tit
ence in both the standings and and owns a 12-1 record.
When not in use, turn off the Ju• ice.'
muce by die National Conference Jonas. a line coach for 17 year, in
A glance at contemns'statistics gest victory margui in the history of average points, according to OVC
of
sponsors
Jews.
\ries
mat
La enough to disclose What makes the Hickok award.
the University of Oklahoma.
. tro- of Chrtstians
statistics releabed Monday.
COLUMBUS. Ohio --- Rep Wayne Hays, organizing as
the es ent since 1934-President Lyn- named to succeed Bud Wilkinson as East Tenneasee tough. The Biles
native
old
Brooklyn
against
The
battle
28-year
on
Conventi
Honstate
ic
as
Democrat
serving
Is
naut John Glenn's
Morehead. with a 3-0 record in
don B Jormson.
read the loop in defensive average,
the Sooner head football coach
106 of a pimeble 126 first- official conference play and a 62
orary National Chairman and formI holding opponents to 67.1 points received
• Sen. Stephen M. Young for the senaterial -nomination: _
344
points.
of
total
for
a
votes
place
NaIs
Hays
TOWN over-all. averaged 955 points
SAN DIEGO. Calif IPI. - The per icame. and In rehounduat, with
"We didn't want to humiliate Senator Young. But we er Congressman Brooks
Be easily out-dist-owed football star
Chairmen, The week of Feb- West All-Stara defeated the East, an average of 55 per game
per game in as eight games so far
think the mood out there on the floor showed about five out, tional
GiYork
New
the
of
A.
Tittle
Y
as
ruary 16-23 has been designated
this season.
27-24. in the third annual Anien- . The individual statistics. Incidengamed tune first-place
ants,
who
of every six active Democratic workers in Ohio would rather Brotherhoxi Week.
tally. show Niereheud's Harold Bergcan Football League classic.
points.
and
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ballots
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eat leading the acoring race by a
In making the announcement.
ings was Eastern Kentucky with a
CAMPICiL10. Wide margin, with a 302 potnts per
this fall."
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Nicklau.s
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Golfer
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3-1 conference record and 9-3 for
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Ls to prevail"on those involved to sit down and tatk.7_ •
Monday night contest. 97-19 while Bocce, who finished fifth. Oscar ranked fourth, followed by Tennestuckiajao to set aside the seek as
Cumberland lost to Hunungton of Robertson of the Cuicitinau Royals, see Tech, Western Kentucky, Mid-rara time of -rededication to the great
era.
socth, boaling's Dick Weber. ninth; dle Tennessee and Austin Percy.
Alabama. 88-79
ideal of the Brotherhood of Man
anti boxer Joey Guirdello, 10th
The Callowoy County High School
under the Fatherhood of God.' The
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All
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Laverne Cain
were made to start service pro.erts.
's Athletic gional Developme
Evansville College have been discontinued, M.S.0
586
Frantic Herndon
December. 19at he accepted for Idea and points of interests were
Morehead State College. the first
High Ind. Game He., Weasels
Director Roy Stewart announced today.
Na• tonal Founts
42 22
Douglas Eleasetwary School will
Miss Disioetunhed Merit Award of the discussed concerning the
263
Announcement has been made of the marriage of
38 26 Martha Knoth
Beta Convention at.Louisville
Keglers
meet Princeton Dodson tonight at
the
'at
the
Nanette:1
of
place
Chapter
took
336
Louisville
'which
Gladys
Ethertun
Witson
Reporter
.Nancy Rogers
38 26
Joan Lindell and Pr.. A. G,
Bazuril Bros.
7.30 at the Douglas gym Adnosoion
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Conference of Christians and Jean
33 31 Frances Livers
Martin Chi
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32 32
Dodson hiss, a 12-year old boy who
Mr. and Mrs Edmond Gamble of Murray
Yap as Avenge. Moe
high school
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relations
human
28 35
Defenders
seven pounds five
Is 6'4" tall who is expected to gne
dr
nounce the birth of a daughter, weighing
staitaants through sponsorship of an
173 Douglas plenty of trouble Dough's
36 34 Red Doherty
Nes Comers
-•
tog• .
Arroadca's Largest Soiling Cigar
Mika] institute Dr Doran was reounces. born at the Murray Hospital January 19.
170 him an 0-3 standing for the season
19
George Hodge
Story Starters e
cipient of the Lincoln Key Award
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Dehner Brewer
Fedenel State Market News Servgrren.by the K E A for successful
High Tease 3,G.. Her
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Paul Ragsdale .
2316 Lee Roy Barnett
ice, Tuesday Jan 21, 1964 Kentucky Four If's
integrated at Morehead
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3311 Jim Hargrove
Purchase-Area How Market Report Oheielle's
161
2363 Tommy McClure
including 9 buytr.g stations Estim- Defenders
161
ated receipts 400 head, barrows and
High Team Game He,
Top Six Average, Woman
gilts steady to 15c higher US. 1. 2
816
OLDEST AND LARGEST LUMBER CO. IN MURRAY
and] 180 to 240 lb, $1450 to $1460, Pour Its'
154
800 Martha Knuth
_
Pea US 1 180 to 220 Nis $15.00 US. Martin Oil
104 Bast Maple St.
Tel. 763-3161
Ill
788 Mildred Hodge
2 and 3 245 to 210 Ina $14.90 to Ikon Stamens
Awaids were presented by the
111e.
Dell Sums
Gams
3
Init.
Rh.
171I
to
Maith
160
Men
3
and
2
1.
US
$1435.
Cutimaster of Pack tie At a recent
063 Gladys Etherton
....
, Ned Doherty
,
$1300 to $1426 VS. 2 and 3 90111
meeting The award., are as follows:
616 Margaret Morton
10
•
400 a500 Ilia $10.25 to $1126 U S. 1 Tumult Slcalini
Gold Arrow Joe EON Friday: Paul
10
562 -Darlene Brewer
$11.00 to $12.36.
. )- and 2 350 to 450fibs
.
Perkins,, Thermo Keller. David Igrj
Robinson
Larry
iioxl
ler.
Steve Kemp Del
Wolf Badge
Percein Joey West
Bear Badge: David Chnn. Paul
Today
1947
1933
Perkins
•
Assistant Definer Danny Erwin
HAPPY 60TH-Cary Grant, ceetirating his 60th birthday Jan.
IS in Hollywood. Is as handsome as ever, you might say.
Robinson
Larry
and
Denner. Ken Hare and Kenny
Horn.
Den Chief: shoulder pal and
braid ind-certificate Lawrence Anderson is Den Chief for Den 4 and
a a member of Fi^out Troop 71
the meet51 den. par.v.reor-i
,:

per
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Musray, per week 20e,
month 85c. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $4.50; eLseo. here, VOW.
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Morehead
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TEMPERATIIIII
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751963
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ELY.

Calloway Beta
Club HasMeeting

Ten Years Ago Today

athuol.

Douglas Will Play
Princeton Tonight

KING
1F.DWARD"

claevelle's

Hag Market

ts

Murray Lumber Co., Inc.

Awards Presented At
Cub Pack 90 Meeting

EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL

t

THE DEPENDABLES: SUCCESS CARS OF '64

NOW OPEN

BOONE'S
New Coin-Operated Laundry
1204 .Story Avenue
(Turn %%est st Jerrs's Drive-In)

* 32 WASHERS (3 Sizes)
* 10 LARGE DRYERS
* 1 COIN PRESSING MACHINE
1 DOLLAR BILL & COIN CHANGER
Attendant On Duty lions 7 a.m. to 19 p.m.
tilttendsiiiMrs. Audrev Moore and Mrs. Levis Manning.
.
DRIVE-IN WINDOW! Leave and Pickup
and Finished Laundry Boodles.

cleaning

Featuring Free Starch and Free Coffee

Boone's Coin Laundry
- 1204

Owl'Avenue -

(Turn We,` at Jerry's Dri4-In)

0

Den 4, Pack 90 Has
Meeting Last Week
Den 4. Pack NOM Murray Colo. High met 'Tuesday afternoon,
• ,7ruarv 14. in thE, home tif Mrs
A Jones The, member.: present
.rere: Joey West. David Garrison.
rn Jones Danny Erwin, Ken liarand Billy Raiford
The theme for the month is
oanttly Alert" Our den chief. Law• ieS Andenem. gayf us a demon- ition on life saving Mrs Jones
us Micah Mods and how
,.• out of our homes- in an etnere
raeT
At the' flow of our miavging we
•er served refreshments furnishby Mrs W H Raiford
Yfter our refreshments. Mrs Joe
pro' st helped ris work on our
ots • Tie_raeas
(4e-anext meeting will be Tuetry January 21 In the home of
We a re"planntne a
.Trs Joe wpm
are
p to the fire station We
lipose to bring a game we have
se* to he meet log
Billy Raiford Reporer

IHE LEDI1EWS
CLASSIFIED ADS

Heard about Dart's new VS? It's getting around fast!

OW ENOUGH? - Preparing
DA do some scuba diving. Gail
Cooper checks the depth
the water witii a Bend=
DL-8 depth Indicator. A
traguiducer below the surface
of the water sends a signal
to the ocean floor, the signal
Is bounced back to the transducer and the 'depth is determined by the length of
time required for Use atg-nal
to make a round trip. It
registers on the Indicator
diaL The device on her facia
Is a new month mirk used
In the 13endlit onderwatercommtintent inn IIVNtt`nt vihich
requires no receivers.

S

luxury and luggage space than more-than-a-few other compacts.
Hot is the term that describes engines with more than adequate
And with Dart you also get a long. strong 5 year 5.'1,000 mite
TRis
exactly.
Six
in.
Cu.
225
Dart's
describes
• performance It
:giying you.sore again!)
warranty •(There goes Dart ..,
cost
extra
compacts'
Six has been more than a match of other
ei.mosour IIINTINT1011 - Oweslet
mean
YOU
special
SVC
•THII 0111111.00Kii
engines. So why a new V87 We wanted to do something
.
eame..t.a• warrants, Is. $ yea'.. WM IMIIIIIt.,11111*60.1 elms Ong. Ilaill*dele,t%
system.
his
of
out
cars
sports
got
quite
never
at
'nor nos No wiersams Imes somas timed a Om*. Mims Osinisote.
for the guy who
pith.
hoe.*
tatiost
aid
awe
Ilia.
We
wain
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.I
pine
Olgior's
vigor.
V8
Autt.0,141
bold
And here it is' 273 cubic inches of
aip heamaii MONO elvt,k)
onnt..fit141 maw FM,Irligiailiggla case Mg blenal
passing
11.11torite mai na Moist
Cat -quick from a stop Plenty Of reserve for high4hy
rem emit sikersil WOK iser
..
1,....,.......
ei owlet .re,)
Me
premiom beatify at It5 1St woblialilkis. wertai Its mar
This respovirre power plar/t Win regular gas into
won atrae al •...e.
us9suf
St*
a
be
iiiiiller
,
awl•4101 Ma.allidarrseall
and '
gusto. Prove it Just nudge the pedal toward the carpet.
and Its edrboader *NW dosed raw,. Moran dad foolleed4 every 2 year7 and aro,1
Dart to ....entunidiele waideskt,...i.....a.m..,....,.a IS.Igit4ted tare re._ and...arts
you've got the answer -real quick! And isn't it lust like
comfort. ,i,.. Aval.tr in cettrtv (I) MOW if oaf SWUM Wad (16 thia tat's 1111•R tn.'s.' ntilsnie,
room,
more
you
gives
already
Dart
action.
give you more

a

Compact Dodge Dart
CHRYSLER

0
Woof DWIS0004

303 South 4th Street

Coolteit•I.011

TAYLOR MOTORS inc.
SEE "Tat 600 HOPE SHOW

Murray, Kentucky

vosC•ta CHECK YOUR LOCAL tiariNn
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BID SHOE SALE NOW GOING on,
at your Factory Outlet Shoe Store.
One table of flats selling at $2.00
per pair and one table of dress shoes
selling at $2.98, all othez- shoes are
reduced. Vasit them now, located 100
8. 13th St., next to Kelly's Pea
Control ijust behind new building).
.12/3c

ve opponent is Cali-

teams in the standunchanged from last
bat the top 10 did
rat new member 111
itia in eighth. Villa'from 10th to sev..xl 32 of the 36 firstid boosted its point
1st Tour points short
)0. Kentucky. ninked
i two ballots for the
id Davidson, only a
:entucky In fifth 44146
her.

•

t
LOST: HOLSTEIN STELlt, from
iihroat's Slaughter House on Benton WW1. Strayed last Saturday.
800 - 00e pound. If found mil 753j2lp
2953.

LosT: 3 MO. OLD COLLIE puppy,
ui vicinity of College. She disappeared late Saturday night. U you
- have-seen her please tall 753-6613
after 5:00 p.m.
J331:11c

•
are based on games
Saturday: Jai 18
.a 011 seven Oullhetelltai has five victories
the tough Meeoun
enoe to mount for Its
the ratings. Villanena
i last eight opponents
I-1 record.

•

FOP CORRECT •

•

FOR

Bossiness Opportunities

NATIONAL FINANCE °rpm-libation
is meatus; a young man age 23-28
for Us ItaX61 office. This position
utters a career opportunity through
planned advancement to a more responsible position At least 2 years
college or several years butanees
experience deeirable. (hod starting
salary plus liberal employee benefits. UNIVERSAL CIT C R E
omPoRrienoK. 2647 Thompson
casia, Ky. Phone 442-1681
Ave., Padu.
J200

SALE

FOR YOUR INSURANCE NEEDS
ccakact Wilson Ine. Agency, Charles
l• phone 753-4806
'
"DaWe
"Me
Th9rn
°If Wayne Witn°1', phone 7235086,
Office phone 753-3263.
l30c
MALE TOY MINIATURE Freed
Poodle. Bieck in color, Jack Glover,
j2lp
call 753-1873.

PANA1Z/11
CANAL,
•••

)AY OR NIGHT

753-6363

••••••••••••••••••

••••
••••••
•••••••
vs.
•••

couttii

••••••

-

of

ACROSS

a garbage ciiapoeal and diehwastear.
Four very large bedrooms with walk
III closets, Pa baths, utility and
carport. See this house today, and
select your own colors for the interior. floor covering anal brick. Only
418.700.00. Tucker Realty A: 'dour411Ce CO., 502 Maple, poratid R.
Tucker, Bobby Grogan. In, 3-4342.
Branch Office, limun L. Tucker,
South 12th Street, PL 3-4710. j23c

NOM
GET YOUR

SEPTIC TANK
CLEANED

BUSY FULLER. BRUSH MAN needs
2 men or women to astaat in salts
locally. Car nomsary. Earn 125 to
440 weekly in your spare tame. Write
Box 782, Mayfield, Ky. Phone 247Cc
6038.

TWO NEAT APPEARING MEN to
work with local sales manager.
Steady year around work, eat-rungs
ihould exceed $150.00 per week with
liberal bonus See Mr. Redman. Mursay Pktza Court, 8-9 a.m. only.
1321)

WHITE MALE CHIHUAHUA Puppy.
REX CAMP bag a new track
BEET BIUY IN TOWN. 5 ROOM 835.00. Call Mark Blankenship, 753for cleaning septic tanks.
.12.3c
house, big corner If 83'x200'. Beau- 4395 afte 4 p.m.
CALL 753-593.3
tiful location. Pnoed for muck sale,
I
_ .
leaving town, 46158. Ruesell Brown, USED FRIGIDALRE ELECTRIC
SEQVICES OFFERED
301 N. lith St., Murray.
ALP range, in excellent condition. Phone
FOR RENT
-/ANTED TO RENT
1213c
after 5:00 p.m.
WILL Do IRONING IN MY HOME
- TV, 7534.88
94 CABINET MODEL Motorola
YOUR CHURCH OR GROUP can at 1612 Hamilton. Phone 723-1834.
GARAGE APARTMENT, 4 ROOMS, WOULD LIKE TO RENT A SMALL recently reconditioned. Call 492-2633.
1,22,c
raise $50 and more, easy and
.122c . -:gas furnace heat, available now. See furnished apartment. Write Box 33NICE THREE BEDROOM HOME. Hate 10 members each sell only
M '302 S. 11th, phone 753-1778. j* ,H,
Ledger Sz Times, Murray .123c
1960 PONTIAC. EXCELLENCE' cps- Has den, carport. wall to wa.9 carpet, twenty 500 packages my lovely luxMilan. 2-dr., double power, tinted two bathresens A i r conditioned, urious Prayer Grace Table Napkins.
••••••••••••
windshield. Call 436-3622.
.126p electric heat. Eli ...tr.): range, garbage Keep 450 for your treseury. No
r....:=OUltOF MEXICO
disposal. drapes. For appouninent money not/tied. Free samples. Anna
TREAT RUGS RIGHT. THEY'LL call
•dl•••••
••
•
•
•
•
•
•••••••
tic Wasle,.Dept. 151AB3, Lynchburg. Va.
toftor
753-1593 or.753-4707.
:loam
.•••••••••••••‘•• ••••••
••••••
•
be a- delight if cleaned with Blue
a. ...Dr.•••
•••••••.•••••••••••
ltp
••••••••••••
••••••• •••
Lustre. Refit electric stuunpooer $1.
••••• •••
• •ir
•
•
1`totew,Crass Furniture.
j25c
527
CARIBBEAN SEA
WE'VE BEEN THRU A COUPLE
1960 FORD, PAIRIANE 500, standof seeks of Thffids . but -The
ard transmon, 6 cylinder, excelDay of The 'Francis Marts Sunday
lent oondition.'PhOne 482-2601. J22c

TIME lad
TEMPERATURE

LES BANK

AR5eaP be Yasterdae's PuS/1111
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

HELP,)/ANTED

•

ticago. No. 2, droppet
net UCLA and thwdan climbed to within
he Ramblers in
completed L he
.
he No. 6 position.
led to hold ninth and
upset by Oregon Fritore gaining revenge
med frail seventh. to

Ito

at the capitol.

•

ying Bige
3 Weeks
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

PACIFIC OCEAN

PANAMA-

-

1-Existed
4-Consplractee
9-alek
12-Exist
13-Weird
14-Barn
15-Swim:Mug
17-Alighted
19-Trials
21-Falsehood
22-Genus- of
maples
24-Yom for
portrait
26-Golf
mounds
19-Danger
11 -Soft food
39-Obstruct
14-Sun god
35-Organ of
hearing
27- Eq uallty
19-Enlisted man
(oolloo.)
411-noerrIne
42-Opening
44-Part of
Jacket
46-Shakespearlan Meg
Pt-Marry

3

2

1

1 410
,
,
1.1

ste. Wine nut
67
sh.0•11

4i'i l
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'''...,1......19
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34
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11

36

10 11

-7•12:749
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27 28
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37
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45
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49 .
47" '''48
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52 •••:`.".53
'

40 I
46

DOWN
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55 56

implements
S-hh1tteve of
Latvia

65

Pnr.1.1n.,11.,T1

9

18
:•••• 17
AN
:11P
'
'
20 „/"121
el
...,:.
se...,
25 v. 26
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PEANUTS

SUNBEAM COAL FURNACE with
almost new stoner. Will sell separate
or together. Phone 753-1756.
122nc

Laws

6000 6obEi! CHRISTMAS HAS
BEEN OVER Fat A MOUTH

NEW 3 BEDROOM HOUSE. 14
baths, red withedral back. Home
loomed in Plauiview Acres Subdivision Priced for inuneduite sale Can
be seen anytime by calling 753-3903
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NEW CANAL PROPOSED-A new canal across Mexico in the
Tehuantepec area as an alternative to the -outmoded'
Panama Canal Is proposed by Sen. Mike Mansfield, D-Mont.
It would be a sea level waterway, and thus no war-dazygered
and costly loclui would be necessary.
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The news she brought
unscawituable storm surthey tied two horse, on board,
good and bad. Barney Vas.
;read Johnny Malcolm and! both
the person.; to ride on toward Wheel anti
the Wagon Wheei riders as corn was dead, and
did not oc- Axe. The raft could be pulled
mush as anyone. Even-thill sheep' significance of that
cur to Johnny tor borne time back, with Johnny at toe ripe
@Leo) iteiked sodden.
made clear to Vivian. on the far side. if they made it
. It Was late wben they sighted ileitaal
from the awn- all right.
purney
the
an
It
distanc....
the river. From •
They CAA off. and the haft_
that 1941S rage wee
aprekirad bigh8111Qiu-dabt. boil -trig cabin,
even Wag- wobbled and weas,c crazily as
or
sheep
the
against
angry.
ine atone as t_hough
a reaction was tne current caught it and the
Frame thunder Jarred Ike clos- on Wheel_ Now
the range cable stretched. Tt.e first part
Meuse
in
setting
coinjust
bridge,
ing dusk. The
would
not be was easy, the river aiding,
sheep
the
While
a
like
reared
sight,
Ing Into
others pulling at the rope on the
A giant cotton welcomed, they would be ac1)citinsig nurse
south bank.
boll seemed to burst at Its far cepted.
Then past the, middle, it beEf they could be gotten that
end. nien the bridge settled
the
far. That was the next questioa, came grueling work, with
Catirti Ina the laver.
•
Even cattle, crosscable stretched taut like an
The curient slashed at the with the bridge out
inverted V. the river angry
euchlen barricade, wrenching in In the old days, had been forced
into a 'veek•long detour around about them Now it was hand
a irenzy What was left of
the Termagent. over hand I., win their way forfar side of the bridge Menet that porttoo of
Establishment of the ferry ward, a painful inching :Jong.
maystically. The nearer end, I
though Vivian was helping, smiling as
still .inehored to the shore, yield. had saveCt many days,
•
a slow and she pulled.
ed_Lo, the strain. There was a crossing on It was
They were almost to the dock
ph.' The
crack of timberi as It tore. then sOmetnnea hazardous
dit• when • shot sounded. aid the
the hntige was gone, a plaything -bridge had made a big
rope went slack in their grasp
' terence.
of the raver.
Vivian had more news Ma The terry jerked wildly. bobbing
That part Johnny observed
loosely.
without conscious Mort Ilia at- IDennieg tuid sent word that Me
The pull rope had been cut
tention was loused on the horse :latest operation tool been a SIM.
a bullet it svan Slade's ante
by
too
be
long
wouldn't
b••
It
ceps.
and rider a ho had been in the
Not daring to come down
wer
home.
coming
be
shed
fore
it
when
met Ile of the bridge
• • •
the dock and cut It with a
to
now
The
went IOW convtilmons
In
E news about Barney de- knife, where he would be
desperatety and wa alra•
and easily targeted ne
sight
week
would
A
Johnny.
cided
it,
foolWhen
most at the Shore
had kept out of sight orl the
ihe gave way, spilling caytise be too long to go around by the
cliffs iihnve, timing his shot as
Barthey'd
miss
then
for
ford
straws.
like
and miss
he chose.
"NPle•
At that point the road twisted ney a funeral.
iltr` had not pot his 'bullet
-Maybe we can use the ferry,"
downstream. so that the .tction
niight yet
we, strive him And in that Johnny said. "We'll have • try. into Johnny na
pleasant to
bank. the land Li it works th••_y can shuttle the happen was red
r n
soot
beeiretened wide and easy, by I sheep across as well. It ought think about It hail seildenly
come a cal and mouse game.
contraxt wins the fernsidebly to work."
Morning brought an end to, The raft was already partly
ren ring !Nitta which circumcould Walk
the rain, though the 'buds still crippled, an•I Slade
scribed it nn the north Shore"
of the
Johnny pushed his horse into clustered Johnny examined the Hann from the shelter
out of sight.
the current. scanning it hope- ferryboat, still tied in a 'het- 'high cliff, keeping
A second, more violent jerk
fully. Darkness wris pushing a tared cove on their shore, the
blanket over land and water. long, heavy rope running from showed that he Intended to go
and the tholltlen tones net:Whets ft up to the steel cable which all he way, though by Indirect
methods. The steel cable, hpldwhich rind bier: the bridge made Spanned the stream
On thi• fru side, where the' ing the heavy rope which anit worse.
II.' made out something which cliffs rose mhespitably, a dock chored the ferry'sjpatipped loon!
and writhed wildly. -a, • ",
no longer struggled, swept al mg had been bum,
by the current The horse had
Unlike the pull rope, the
The "ferryman. who had opbean fatally hurt as it hit the crated the Mg raft for more cable Was anchored higher up
ewer,
than a score of years. had left and farther back, out of sight.
lie had his lariet loose and the country when the bridge had It had been twisted_ twice
ready, though no longer even bean opened. Without his skill, It around a tree and tied. There,
daring to hope. Then he wouldn't be simple to operate unhindered, Slade had worked
ktimpsed the whiteness of en the ferry, titit It should be pos. to loosen It. Now there was
arm as if in a beckoning ges- Isible.
nothing to hold them.
ture. He shouted and f; -tg the
The pulley screamed along the
The process was relatively I
loop, and drew It heck as the simple Loaded and eased from steel strand and tore loom, and
hungry current fought ngalnet ' Its tortior into the current, the the raft plunged, rudderless In
giving
P- Its prey Only as she raft flubbed cork-like at the the grip of the current, heading
was drawn rilon`2^ade dhi he end of its pulley arid heady straight into white water Not
know !timely thnt It was Vivian rope while the cable -stretched. far below, the stream narrowed,
Va.ecom.
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hand. by,. another tween high dalls Then, a mile
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hand
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his neck and cluing .
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method was primitive, but wateefall.
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me close!"
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Beyond n few brmitss. Vivian
Johnny WAA for mnkbig the - • "The raft spun In a wild
had not been htirt. Her horse
first creeping with a couple of gyration, and the remaining
hail ficted as a buffer when they
horse sea• flung over the Ode
men, to make "lire that it could
'struck the Wn'ier, flinging her
mid under,_, . ." The story
he done Vivian vetoed that
clear Al ,r making sure of that,
you. If any. concludes here tomorrow,
Johnny headed toward the camp, 11 "Urn goir.g with
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DAN
Pt
PAOUN' PRESIDENTTlus muting gent is Sheikh
Abeid Karume, the rebel
president of Zanzibar, who
walked into a hotel with his
foreign minister and personally arrested two U S. diplomats and marched them out
at gunpoint They are Frederick P. Picard ELL New
York, charge d'affaires, and
Donald K Petterson, San
Luis Obispo. Calif., third secretary. who were placed tinder house arrest because
they defended four reporters
whose stones displeased the
new Island regime.

by Don Sherwood
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Till5 -roTEA4 STICK
15.M INDIAN ••AitttiNG
'KEEP OUT'?

• PARAC.K1T1146. OFF
Gioia), GUNTHER
PROP5 INTO
AN INTERESTING
DISCOVERY...

WE CAN ONLY
isaPE iRNA FROLOVA
DIDN'T FALL INTO
THEIR hAN05.'
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my Ernie Bushmllter

NANCY
NO, DEAR --IT'S TOO
COLD -- -IT'S

FREEZING

IT'S NOT
RIGHT TO
COOP ME UP
LIKE fl-4IS

.•••••••••••

IT'S LIKE
BEING IN

OUT

JAIL
-#14.4vei.
151•CI.Shewrid-L.6,481-.

•
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re 10_• to__

by Raeburn Van Buren

ABBIE AN' SLATS
A PRETTY KETTLE OF FISH,' I, Wig
EPIS EPIC, BUILD UP A PUBLIC IMAGE
OF PAY TWO STARS -MAGENTA
AND LESLIE --As TWO HOMESPUN YOKELS FALLING IN
LOVE IN A HOMESPUN,YOKEL,
3ERKWATER TOWN
LIKE THIS

--AND WHAT (GROAN) HAPPENS?
THEY EACH FALL IN LOVE
WITH A NATIVE

MOW CAN THOSE ,NSRATES
THEY
CAN'T,
SUBSTITUTE MERE LOVE
ea? EPIC-'
FOR LOYALTY TO EPIS
EPIC? HOW, I ASK IT'S NOT IN
E CONTRACT.

Oat

I

ti

toots
y set ,n4
7 row-. 444 pretty 6
orygs and retessels
so coos* wilbeeet

ONE BLOCK FROM ROBVQN
School, anew home with over ,500
square feet of living area. 15 x 28
living room. 16' x 28 kitchen and
family room. The kitchen is equipped with a built in range and oven,

!J!
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by Al Capp
LIL' ABNER
6-"chi AS ROMANTIC AS RICARDef
BURTON/ - WHY SAKXILDN'T
HAVE A N/CE

(jrNOSESIGI-I547 THOSELITTLE'
MOANS!!I'M MELT/&G THE
BLONDE'S HEART FOR RICARDO
I'M
8UR7ON/ ?2-5AW-Y

nmE

mrin&G ThfAT RID-WAD'S
HEART;700
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Titswbrth Home Is
IScene Of Meeting -

.,1Iissionary Speaks
'At Blood River
.1Ieet it Murray'

Mr!,LB. Burkeen - 753-1916
753-4947
••
de
T:

Miss Janice Cherry'
L'omplimented /With
Bridal Breakfast

Dear Abby. ..

Mrs, Howard Tatsworth entertained the Ladles of Group. j of the
Bro Earl Warford, associational Christian Waxnen's 'ellowship of
Miss Janace Lou Cherry. bridemissionary, wits the featured speak - • the Fit-at Chnstuni Church fee-the elect of Richard Paul Sutton was
ex at the quarterly meeting of the January nteetang ether _hemp _ 014 hpnored with a breskfinet at the
Woman's Meatonary Union of the the Giree.Bouteverel. 'Boutliside Restaurant on Friday,
Blood River Baptist Assoctation,held
Presenting the program and the January 17, at seven-thirty in the
at the First Baptist Church Oi devottali was Mrs Rupert. F.'prirs. Mornine The lindens for the preMurray -am Thured.y, January 16,'The theme of her interesting lilt sup ,-.l
Talumds•
At ten o'clock in the morning,
cuseiion was "India".
Tlitt.
- Mrs.-Altiert-Cniten-precedent.-frotti.1 - Mrs -Jewel Evans; -group chairthe Elm Grove Chum). presided at man. presided at the meeting.
The honoree chose to wear fir '71111/IZallfirel&II22C.226Alrlar
•••
•_.
Delico..11., refreshments of e_a_k_e the occasion a., powder blue cashthe meeting %%Inch a as opened with
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liy.
MC,-- the group singing "0 God Our Help
thuredaY:"Alltil
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and
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-person and wet he doesn't like what I put in front
the home of Mrs. R: S. PalrgUa013. Thacker of the Memorial Church tier
White carnations by the hosteas. Her earl She is a fine
Itif Stella Homemakers
Tuesday. January ;1st
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he of a panto/nine presented In
The Suburban Homemakers ClUb, The Jessie Houston Service Club
Parker at 7..30 pm
people . why I
Miss Cherry was presented with don't want her to make brother- trying to explain to
Dorothy Circle of the First Bap• • •
will meet at the home of Mrs. Len- of tht Sinn t me Forest Woodmen
designs on my
a Reny Crocker cookbook as a wed- sister outfits for the wedding She have such strange
Church
Circle •111 meet with Mrs Terry
The WSCS of the Mertin's Chapel ith Rogers. 1714 Miller, at 7 pm.
t4.
.
ir-•ene--1 IILM83I4,kit.theu w41 I can't tell .thern my
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-foam
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this potato fit. I
Murray Ortife 126 celebrated the
She was widowed at a tragically husband had
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order pm. Members note change in -tune. education at the First Baptist Chur- 73rd aruuverstry of the Supreme
h,nie of Mrs Vernon Roberts 305
The [-shaped table was centered young age '24. su she's not having started to cry and he said, "Shut up,
Joe
.
Mrs
the
devotion,
gave
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will-meet
734)
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of the Rainbas for
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iilld stock 111 a crystal identical gold brocade tailored Jac- have put up with this for 13 years,
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probably put up with it
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an s Club House with thirty-three container.
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Special music was by Mrs. Vernon
Church VISCS will meet at the sot:The Alpha Department of the
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too,
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ready-made seat'
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MERLE NORMAN COSMETIC
In a kindly way that he'd prefer to
recreation ails directed by Mrs StelSTEDIO
buy a sail
lie Lawrence and Mrs Helotse RobTake the gueavwork out of your
cosmetic purchases
The lovely table decorations by
FREE DEMONSTRATION
Mrs Robbie Paschall and Mrs Lo:
DEAR ABBY . I was taught not to
'753-6936
1415 Olive Blvd
reels Jobs were in (lie society colors
kiss it boy- on the first date When
of green and orchid and wane the
for
Ron unit me to the door he went to
society flower. violet, and the frakiss me. so I turned my heed Then
ld'cnitY Pushlevn aim shield
he mid. "Don't yea think I deserve
The Jesme Houston Service Club
a kegs for taking you out." I didn't
will meet with Mrs. Sallie Lawrence
know what else to say. so I said. "I
By JOAN OlUtUVAN
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guess so. but make.at Crimpy - He
rHRISTMAS 'seems barely
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A nOthltrt RI.'1,2 wrierFor those who will be abthought
sale
I
for
not
lames are
staining from sweet treats
enyou
because
fiert
you asked me
• ioa ta;-,re.we present-- a
The lovely home of Mrs R L.
joyed my comphris trio of recipes a last call for
Co.iper or. Sunset Drive VMS the
• • •
desserts ;till: Easter. '
..rene of the meeting of the Potter-on
held
Clab
Homemakers
:win
$40,000 MONTH - Blonde
RA.SPBFIRH`f PEACH
DEAR ABBY Any wonian whose
and beauteous Donna Rae
Wednesday. January 15. at ten-thir,
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hunband only tells her she 13 a
in
court
sits
morning
31.
Ferwatem,
the
ty o'clock In
2 (10 or. pkg frozen
In Los Angeles, contemplat"Color In the Home" was the
raspberries in sugar
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ing one of the biggest divorce
subject of the mtjor project lesson
syrup, defrosted
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record
there.
Harry
settlements
Mrs
leaders.
presented by the
• Tabulator Operators
1 (12 or I pkg. frozen
• Wiring Specialists
She gets $105.000 cash plus
Russell .uaid Mrs H L Cooper
sliced Teaches in heavy
• Key Puncb Operators
$40,000 a month from oilman
.The devotion was, givea by Mrs.
syrup. defrosted
• Office Automauon
40
He
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Robert
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Ladd
A
W
...0I.. e sugar
Equipment Operators
Berate Coleco Mrs
for
home
steyea
from
away
• 1461 Computer •
meeneg
the
at
preeidtnt preided
2 c .1 pt.)- dairy sow
Pal.
°Pull
11
lielLE
41
:1
PFL
3S
long periods_without_explancream
INILALCA 1.11.10 wait served to the
• WEDNESDAY
anon. she said.
nine trimmers and our visitor, Mrs
3 tbsp 13 envelopes)
Features at 5:15 & 811'
unflavored gelatin
Harietta Wrather
tj c. cold water
•
PM MAT STUNNED INI
55
reserving
Persons selected will be trained
Dram fruits,
in a program which need n.
juices Force fruits through
interfere with present job. If
4
tine aware: &fad sogar and
you qualify, training can be
financed Write today. Please
sour cream; m.x well:
home phone number.
Include
fruit
in
gelatin
torten
55 DAYS PEKING
Juices and water: heat slowOPPORTUNMES
10B
ly o.er low heat, stirring unBox 32K - Murray. Ky.
til gelatin diseolves.
Adde gelatin to peach-raep.
• .t treat tha ito be enjoyed from mornE (OFETE WAIT
FLORID OR
berry mixture: mia well.
'tug to night. 7.-sit. a slice 1Zr breealasL earn It during a coffee break or with tea.
Chill
mold.
6-c.
Pour into
Witht firm.
1 trp baking' powder
Makes one 8-in. square
cake mix package.
Uninold and garnish with
tsp, baking soda
Combine butter and mo- take
whipped cream and additional
L. tsp. salt
FLORIDA ORANGE
lasses in 8-in. eqaare baking
fruits, if desired.
.nlane
In mixing bowl
COFFEE LOAF
pan. Place in oven ur.til butter
Serves 8 to 10.
butter.' orange ju.e. rind,
2 tbsp. butter or
melts about 5 min.
•
dates, nuts, sugar and slienitly
margarine, melted
Remove from oven; arrange
MOLASSES I PsIDE-DOIAN
1
('OMPLETE INTERIOR DECORATING SERVICE
beaten egg.
% c Florida orange
halved pineapple slices, cherry
CAKE
Rugs - Carpets - Lamps - Draperies
powbaking
in
flour,
'Sift
juice
'
HutchiC.
and pecan halves in rows in
' 2 tbsp butter
-MASOUERADE" ENDS-here Is George
-YEAR
26
Mon -Thur. 8:30-5: Fri & Sat 8.30-8
Store
Hours:
salt.
soda
and
der,
baking
tbsp.
orange
grated
turned
2
he
Mo., after
eriolasseurenixture.
2,3 c (=sulphured renlasies
son, 50. an.] nis family in St. Charles,
11,x well
rind
that 26 years
confessing
Prepare cake mix accord'Scanned pineapple slices,
office,
a
sheriff
the
at
in
himself
.Turn into greased loaf
la c. finely cut dates
State Prison at •
Cut in half
ing to pkg. directions for 1
before. he walked away from the Illinois
pan. 9 x 5 x 2% in:
c. coarsely chopped
layer, spoon over halt mixmaraschino cherries,
serv1ng a one-year -to-life sentence for armed
while
Pontiac
Rake in modee-ate oven,
pecans
•
Purple Heart
ture.
-- cut in half
Chestnut Street
robbery. He became Clyde Swanson. earned a
354IF , 50 min., or until dor.e.
wife
1 C. sugar
Bake in preheated oven 35
Pecan halves. optional
War Ii. married, hail eight children. With
World
in
cool
on
.
fro?n
pan;
•
Remove
beaten
Valerie.
slightly
egg,
Irene,
1
parving
on
Jastat
• 12 pkg. cake mix
to 40 min
Lucille 36 are eldest son Bruce. and David.
u.re rack.
2 c t flad all-purpose
plate irr,med.ately. Cut into
Preheat oven to temperaloaf.
Makes
1
flour
squares when couL
ture that is directed on the
BRANDON BROS. USED CARS

It's Not Appropriate!

ditNAVe•O

Abigail _Van_Suren

•

- Social Calendar

73rd nniversary
Celebration Held
-It-Grove Meet:

•
-....

•

r

ousels

all

Olfiel.aedn t
SIcsajsuosnt A

OR.EARLE E.TISDALE •

.1/rs. R. L..Coo-per
Hostess For Meet
.Of Pottertown Club

•

WANTED!
TRAINEES

1":IL 011

IBM
MACHINE TRAINING

mew
Mb • lobo NIA

•

ix

e, e •

•

E RE
FURNITU

.

.11

INTERIORS
1111 753- I-J74

ENIX 1111111111=111111111•11MIV

51111111•11111111111111

BEST Buysk;NANF---fELET.1,.7:LA
"COMPACT 'CAR

HEADQUARTERS IN MURRAY"

.

a

'62 CHEVY Cony.

64 CHEVY impala
1 (2)
•

'62

'63 CHEVYS
Impal.i
with l'avver

111011,

'60

(2) '63 -CHEVYS

'58
'61

Impala 2-Dr. Wtop,
Black

'63 CHEVY Biscay.Sedan

'62 CHEVY 4-Dr.
tSrdall, 6-ev tinder

'61
'61

'63 PONTIAC Cata. '61 OLDS Super 88'
2-Dr. HT, Sir. Shift

with rower

2-Dr. /flop, Power

2-Dr. ll'top, Pouer

CHEVY Bel Air '62 PONTIAC Cata. '61 T-BIRD
With Power
2-hr HT, Power
4-Door 48eslan
Steering And Brake.,
R
'58
CHRYSLE
-Dr.
CHEVY 4
4-Dr. Sedan with Air
4-Door Hardtop
- '62 PONTIAC Bon.
'59 PICKUP Truck
4-Dr, HUI,, Power
CHEVY Sedan
VOLKSWAG'N
- '60 PONTIAC Cata. '62 With
OLDS 4-Dr.
Radio
4-nom, Hardtop
Hardtop, with Power
'59 VOLKSWAG'N
COMET Sedan -'54 OLDS
'57
PONTIAC 4-Dr.
miles,
actual
50.000
Special
BUICK
Ifilop with Power
Mtirray
%

Str. Shift

Sought in

•

•

* Come See Our Wide Selection of Older Cars
rie

BRANDON BROS.

t•

t•PRERRIF.X. peaehee rind sew' cream are smorg the
la r.ta tlait make this molded gelatin dessert very good.

' Nat'l Dairy CourvAl
A GLAMOROTOt GLAZE of tmeulphured molasses and
melted butter adds to appeal Of this Upside-Down Cake.

HAZEL HIGHWAY - ACROSS FROM A & P

•

SEE HOWARD BRANDON dr VERBLE TAYLOR - PLaza 3-4383
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